‘Impetus’: Seven Months of Momentum and development in Disability
Arts for CEDA

A Report
Background and Context
In September 2011, CEDA was awarded £20,000 from Arts Council England’s Lottery
Programme ‘Grants for the Arts’ and £8,000 from Devon County Council Arts Investment for
a seven month programme of disability arts development, projects and activities. The
purpose of the grant was to enable CEDA to maintain the impetus of its developments in the
disability arts field which it has been progressing since 2005, and to prepare the
organisation for its new status as an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation
commencing April 2012.
The project’s delivery was focused on 2 key areas:
1 Further developing our disability arts programme through:
Residencies, workshops, public exhibitions, website, digital media and podcasts,
recruitment drive
2 Developing partnerships, profile, staff and artistic leadership, preparing for future
strategic initiatives
Below is a summary of Outputs and Outcomes during this phase of development to end
March 2012.

Music
A partnership project developed culminating in a residency with Drake Music has ignited a
real hunger and demand for this kind of accessible participatory music. The south west
branch of this nationally renowned disability music organisation is Bristol-based and keen to
work longer-term with CEDA to establish another base in the lower part of the region. The
partnership over the longer term aims to establish a skilled core group of musicians – both
disabled and non-disabled – who will be able to deliver a more local and therefore
sustainable range of projects.
The initial phase of the project took place with a total of 8 different groups of disabled
adults, young people and children, the focus changed during the course of the residency to
create a series of jingles in September 2011 for Phonic FM instead of original plans to create
a musical theatre piece (this may feature in longer term plans), as this was a first-time
introduction to many participants of an opportunity to make music. Key outcomes were
around inclusion and participation – so many of the individuals had never experienced
opportunities to create music before and had not even considered (or their families,
teachers and Carers) themselves capable. Drake Music’s familiarity with the most up to
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date music technology enables every individual to contribute in some way towards a
collective sound. The social as well as creative benefits are enormous – increased
confidence and self-esteem, empowerment and communication skills.
The link below is a sample jingle created for Phonic FM.
Drake Music CEDA Phonic FM 1.mp3

The first phase of our music development was
approached as a pilot to test which approaches
and adapted music technology and equipment
worked best with different groups and
individuals. An evaluation meeting was held in
January 2012 to determine how next to proceed.
This resulted in an agreement to forge a Core
Disability Music Partnership Group, focusing on
training local disabled musicians, Users and staff
at CEDA. We also purchased some
groundbreaking music technology equipment
which enable every single participant to
contribute to the music making process.
The next phase will take place during the first
year of CEDA’s NPO status, commencing with a 3
day Refresher in April, and continuing over the next 12 months with a sustained training
programme and continued links with local radio and music facilities.

Again, this increased demand for music and sound activities, and CEDA subsequently
developed and made a first stage application to Youth Music to deliver a major project over
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the next two years, working with a number of south west musicians and also to support
CEDA in engagement with Devon Music Services, DAISI and Dame Hannah Rogers at Seale
Hayne.
Dance
CEDA has fostered a new partnership with Exeter Wheelchair Dance Group, supporting their
participation in the National Championships in Weymouth during November 2011, where
they won gold and bronze medals. In return for this support, wheelchair dance leaders and
choreographers from the group are providing workshops at CEDA.

Previous forays into dance have had a more contemporary feel, working with community
dancers such as Sue Way, and disabled dancer Kaz Langley, but participants at CEDA found
the Isca Dancers more relevant to their abilities and ambitions.
Stained Glass
In October 2011 Ros Hammond completed a Disabled Artists’ Residency at CEDA and
subsequent hanging of 3 stained glass panels, positioned in CEDA foyer (see below). These
incorporate the new CEDA logo, part of a rebranding exercise during the previous year.
During the residency, other panels were created with disabled participants from all over
Devon who took part in workshops under Ros’ guidance. A small glass kiln has now been
purchased to ensure safety as well as continuation of glass -based creative projects (see
TRAIL Project).
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Panels for CEDA foyer

iv) Photography and Creative Writing
The ‘My World’ photography and creative writing project led by Robert Darch and Jennifer
Cromer and supported by Cyprus Well, the south west literature development agency,
culminated in late October 2011, although the work continues to be exhibited publicly.
The project’s title reflects its disability arts credentials - disabled people’s creative views
inspired and informed by experiences of their everyday lives.
Exeter City Council supported the project by offering an exhibition both in the form of ‘hard’
images in the foyer of the council building, whilst running a series of digital images onscreen in the main public area inside. This exhibition was for 30 days during Sept/Oct 2011
and culminated in a 2 day exhibition on 21 st/22nd Oct at Exeter Guildhall, opened by the Lord
Mayor of Exeter. Local reporters and Arts Council South West photographers recorded and
reported the event. A series of bookmarks were printed. The civic centre exhibition is still
on show until the beginning of 2012.
During 2012/13 CEDA is planning to provide mentoring and creative enabling support to two
disabled participants of the ‘My World’ project who demonstrated real flair – one in
photography; one in writing. This will form the cornerstone of an initiative currently in
development during 2012 for promotion in 2013 – a ‘Creative Enablers Scheme’ which will
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pair experienced artists with talented disabled individuals interested in developing skills in a
particular art form (s).
A Catalogue of the project and sample bookmarks have already been sent to Arts Council
England with the Interim Report for this project.
The Creative Writer specialist, Jen Cromar, wrote in her Artists’ Evaluation Report:
‘Many of the participants and their families or Enablers were so impressed at the breadth of
the work we did in the My World project, saying that in all the years they have lived as or
worked with individuals with disability they have never come across the activities that were
on offer in My World. They praised the passion and the sense of importance and
achievement that participants got from the sessions. In many sessions you could really feel
the energy and inspiration present in the room. Learners felt listened to and valued and were
allowed a voice’
Some of the participants’ verse:
‘I feel a little like a lighthouse sometimes.
I reveal my story to help others
tempted to do the things that I did
that resulted in my accident
and the way my life has changed.
I am doing a ballet dance inside of myself
It is a movement when I go from side to side.
That is my landscape that is inside of myself.’
‘Inside I feel free
just like a bear
No one tells a bear what to do,
just like me
very strong, full of life
very fit and agile’
The digital and social networking elements of the project included blogs, podcasts and
contact via Facebook and Twitter. This was an important factor in helping reduce isolation
between participants, many of whom only meet their friends via CEDA, and have little social
interaction outside of family.
A Case Study of the project was provided for the joint Arts in Health South West and Arts
Council England South West ‘Strategic Commissioning for Culture, Health and Wellbeing
Market Development Seminar in March 2012.
This Case Study is pasted below and is also available as a download fro m the Arts in Health
website.
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Strategic Commissioning For Culture, Health and Wellbeing
A Market Development Seminar for Devon
Case study – CEDA (Creative Equality Disability Arts) and the ‘My World’
project.
Where
Weekly photographic and creative writing workshops took place at
CEDA’s Exeter base and in the community and countryside areas
surrounding the city. Online social media element involving more disabled people virtually.
Why
CEDA is commissioned through Service Level Agreements with Joint Agency Services (eg
Social Services) from across Devon to provide creative activities within a social care
environment and enabling in the community. The ‘My World’ project’s aim was to create
the opportunity for disabled people to inform others in the community of their view of the
world – literal and emotional - in their day to day life. Additionally, the social networking
element was designed to reduce isolation through shared experiences and increased
communication skills. Over 60 disabled participants worked with a professional
photographer and creative writer for a 6 month period in day long or half day sessions.
Participants covered:
Introduction to digital photography
Portrait Photography
Abstract Photography
Using camera phones
Life Writing
Personal Diaries
Haikus and poems
Slogans and messages
Staying safe using social networking
Photo sharing online
The benefits of social media
Protecting your creative work online
The resulting exhibition has been shown within the foyer at Exeter Civic Centre from
October 2011 to present, and was officially opened by The Lord Mayor at Exeter Guildhall.
A catalogue is available.
How
The project cost approximately £35,000 including artists’ fees, materials, transport and
staff/enablers. This was met through a mix of Service Level Agreement, Direct Payments
plus a percentage of CEDA’s G4A grant. From April 2012 CEDA will become an NPO
receiving Arts Council England funding for 3 years.
For more information www.cedaonline.org.uk
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Printmaking
A partnership residency with Double Elephant Print Workshop will follow the pilot which
took place December 2011, as an introduction to 3 different forms of printmaking for
disabled participants. The residency during summer 2012 will produce a series of flags for
permanent display on the outside of the building. The project will be split between the
Adult Users of CEDA and the Children and Young People’s Service, with each creating flags
under an agreed theme, such as the four seasons.
This initiative serves a dual purpose – the freelance print artists who work with Double
Elephant gain wider understanding in working alongside disabled artists and participants,
broadening their own skillset and ‘disability confidence’. This is a model we aim to develop
over the next three years with a range of organisations as so many only have direct
experience and knowledge of relatively independent disabled people and artists, rather
than those who may have severe physical, communication or – in the Children and Young
People’s Service, high level autism and challenging behaviour. The Artists will at all times be
supported by skilled and experienced enablers and play workers.
TRAIL Sculpture Project
During ‘Impetus’, CEDA engaged a disabled artist to work with a group of disabled people in
the CEDA Art Studio to plan a mixed-media sculpture residency to create a piece for
exhibition at TRAIL (Teignmouth Recycled Art In the Landscape) 2012. This is an outdoor
public art display along the seafront during the summer July-August.
The theme for the exhibition is environmental, with an emphasis on recycling and re-used
objects. The CEDA sculpture is to be a wheelchair-user mermaid – using a used shop
window dummy purchased on Ebay – who will have metal sculpture weeds and sea life
trailing from the wheels; mosaic arms; metallic sheet scales on a willow frame for a tail. The
group are creating a ‘back-story’ for the creature, based on her wanting to leave the sea due
to pollution.
Ros Hammond, the glass artist, is project managing and acting as lead artist on the
sculpture, but the subject and storyline are wholly driven by CEDA participants.

Mermaid’s Arm (TRAIL)
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Poetry
Poetry inspired by historic building of Exeter and surrounding areas as part of a Heritage
Lottery funded project. Blogs and podcasts have become a regular component of CEDA’s
website, as well as featuring artists’ work. An illustrator is being sought to work on a one to
one basis with one of the participant who is proving to be a gifted visual artist during 2012.
Multimedia Advocacy Project
Working in partnership with the Rix Centre (research based charity at University of East
London) and funded through the Social Care Institute for Excellence), training for staff,
volunteers and users in using digital media to promote self-advocacy and advocacy by
disabled people includes using cameras (still and moving images), I-Pads and tablet PC’s,
adapted equipment. 4 staff and 4 disabled participants are training with Rix to disseminate
the skills.
Recruitment Drive for Crafts People and Makers
A recruitment drive for Artists and Makers brought forth a number of workshop leaders who
have signed up to deliver a range of projects over the next 12 months.
Disabled sculptor and potter Richenda McGregor from Totnes will deliver a Residency. The
‘Seed’ Project will take place during June and July 2012 and involve participants in hollow
clay work, the outcome of which will be a hung sculpture in the CEDA foyer. The kiln will be
repaired at CEDA and the pottery wheel made use of during this project. A taster session
has already been held during ‘Momentum’, giving participants the opportunity to g et a feel
for clay and creating objects from it.
Textile artist Sue Giblett from Barnstaple will work with CEDA Users to create a triptych for
the corridor using textiles and materials to create landscape. A taster session during
‘Momentum’ has already created some eye-catching canvases for hanging.
Laurel Coxon is an artist and arts technician who will be working with CEDA on a project
focused around making creative adjustments to old and found objects. The ‘Make Do and
Mend’ project will support disabled participants who wish to update old furniture, soft
furnishings, clothes etc through illustrating techniques such as tie-dye; marbling; appliqué;
coloured wash.
Continuous Professional Development
An Action Learning Set has been established for CEDA staff involved in delivering creative
projects as an ongoing mechanism for finding solutions to specific issues . This has initially
been directed at the Senior Management Team, with a Set of 5 individuals plus Facilitator.
The objective is to train thoroughly so that the Set can be self-facilitating. An additional
Facilitator (Deaf Artist Sarah Scott) has also been involved.
An Artists Action Learning Set for disabled and non-disabled artists undertaking CEDA
projects will be created for 2012.
Marketing and Online Profile
Using hard materials alongside online and digital media (Facebook, Twitter etc) to market
CEDA as a creative activity hub where disabled people can develop their artistic interests
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and be supported as artists. We also used this media, among others, as tools for a
recruitment drive for disabled and non-disabled professional artists as workshop leaders
and for residencies. Working with Disability Arts Online and other professional disability
arts initiatives, we have begun to raise CEDA’s profile. However, we are clear that the
position is one of a local organisation which can be strategic through our ability to illustrate
best practice, rather than one which endeavours to reach disabled artists regionally or
nationally.
CEDA’s Work with Disabled Children and Young People
Arts Award
Working with the disabled children and young people at CEDA has become an increasingly
important part of the arts development programme. Finding the right artists to engage and
inspire children and young people with conditions on the autistic spectrum is a challenge in
itself. We have begun to interpret interactive consultation with our young people and
actively seek artists who best meet their interests and ideas.
During 2012 Summer Holiday period, the children and young people will participate in
Graffiti Arts, Music and Beat Box sessions, Double Elephant Print Workshop and Burn the
Curtain Theatre.
During March 2012, the two Senior Play Leaders/Enablers undertook training to deliver Arts
Award at Bronze and Silver level. CEDA has now decided to hold an in-house training for up
to 8 more staff in the new Discover and Explorer Arts Award levels. This will take place
during July 2012 in time for the Summer School Holiday arts projects which wil l support
these children and young people to gain their Arts Award at which ever level is most
appropriate for them
Graffiti Arts
A taster session in Graffiti Arts was a big success with the disabled children and young
people who attend CEDA, with each of the 20 participants creating name boards.
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A follow-on project is planned for May half-term holiday, where a large-scale montage of
individually created boards will be on permanent display within the Young People’s areas of
the building.
Music and Beat
Universal Beat Youth Project delivered a music and rhythm session with disabled young
people, some of whom had only previously been introduced to music technology via
attending some CEDA/Drake Music sessions. It is hoped this work will be further develo ped
in a much more focused and intensive way, subject to an application to Youth Music for a
part-time co-ordinator and session workers.

Outdoor Arts
A partnership with CCANW (Centre for Contemporary Arts in the Natural World) at Haldon
Forest, Devon is being developed with a pilot project involving a group of disabled young
people aged 16-19, as part of their John Muir Award.
The John Muir Award is an environmental award scheme focused on wild places. It
encourages awareness and responsibility for the natural environment, in a spirit of fun,
adventure and exploration. The Award is open to all, and is the educational initiative of the
John Muir Trust. Four Challenges are at the heart of each John Muir Award; discover explore - conserve - share. The creative arts – through photography, storyboards, illustration
and drama – are being used by the young people to record and share their John Muir
experiences.
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This project has been developed during ‘Impetus’ and the project itself will take place during
May 2012. The John Muir Award work is also being supported by Awards for All. The
project benefits from collaboration with Plymouth University, with the group being
coordinated by a small group of students.

Strategic Development:
The other key focus for ‘Impetus’ was to ensure that dedicated time was spent in
developing new links and ensuring that CEDA had all the necessary compliance and
paperwork in place for its forthcoming NPO Funding Agreement with Arts Council England.
As an organisation completely new to regular arts funding, there was some not
inconsiderable nervousness about being able to meet these demands, particularly given the
‘hands on’ nature of the organisations work with disabled people. The Disability Arts
Development Consultant which CEDA has worked with for several years previous took this
on and will manage the forthcoming programme. Given that such a high percentage of
CEDA’s work is creative anyway, no additional pressures were created and the process was a
smooth one which included:
Representing CEDA and Disabled People’s Interests More Widely
Ensuring CEDA is represented at briefings, meetings and workshops for new NPO’s has been
a crucial part of this Impetus project. The organisation recognises the need to become
better known in the arts sector and be able to begin profiling its work more widely. CEDA
aims not to be seen as separate from the mainstream arts facilities on offer but as an
additional, wholly accessible facility to those disabled people and artists who stil l find
barriers to participation. Developing partnerships with key mainstream arts organisations
and other NPO’s, and being able to influence their perceptions of and ability to work with
disabled people is central to our strategic approach. This element has also involved setting
and reviewing KPI’s and redrafting Artistic Development Plan 2012-2015; reviewing website
and marketing materials; press releases and establishing new evaluation tools and systems.
During the ‘Impetus’ project, CEDA has:
 Provided a Case Study for the joint Arts in Health South West/Arts Council England
South West event
 Developed wider audiences via Facebook, Twitter and web-based initiatives
 Taken part in initial discussions with Outside In, who are holding a national
exhibition and have developed artists’ web pages. CEDA’s views are not necessarily
in tandem with Outside In so will not be pursuing any collaborative measures with
them, but individuals on CEDA mailing list will be notified of any opportunities which
arise that they might benefit from
 Opened discussion with Disability Arts Online about promoting forthcoming events
 Explored options and venues for community based work
CEDA Creative Enablers Scheme
This idea is in development and during 2013 will bring together artists with disabled
individuals who have shown flair and talent in specific art forms to support them in
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developing their skills to a new level. The focus will be on outcomes such as exhibition,
online blog as well as overall progression. The project has two key benefits:



to promote disability awareness and ‘confidence’ with artists as workshop leaders
and mentors
to provide disabled young people and adults with intensive one-to-one support with
progression in their chosen art form. This is in direct response to the perceived lack
of practising disabled artists in the south west region, the result of which is a small
‘pool’ of role models to draw from; it also draws on discussion which has been
ongoing within the disability arts sector for the past ten years concerning the lack of
progression routes – and therefore numbers - of emerging disabled artists

The idea for this project has come about following a detailed review of the impact of the
type of training implemented by disability organisations eg Disability Equality Training and
Disability Awareness Training. CEDA staff and Users support the development of ‘awareness
by action’ – that through working directly on creative projects with people who have a
range of impairments, conditions, mobility and communication impairments, a far deeper
and more empathetic understanding of the issues can be achieved. CEDA is also able,
through disseminating the appropriate approach, language and support, to illustrate how
barriers can be eliminated and enable individual creativity to flourish.
Evaluation
During ‘Impetus’, considerable time has been spent in developing an Evaluation Manual and
set of Forms and Interactive Feedback mechanisms, for use by participants, artists and CEDA
staff. This will ensure all arts activity is recorded and evaluated to enable the organisation
to ensure the value of all arts activities are embedded within the organisation. In parallel,
the organisation is undergoing PQASSO Assessment, which will support quality assurance
standards throughout.
Documentation and Preparation for NPO Status
The seven-month interim period which Grants for the Arts has supported through ‘Impetus’
has enabled CEDA to put in place all the required documentation for Arts Council England –
this includes an updated Arts Development Business Plan; more detailed First Year Activity
Plan; incorporation of Key Performance Indicators (after discussion, CEDA made the decision
to remain with the initial Mandatory Standard KPI’s produced by Arts Council England, as
the senior staff felt the newer ones fell short of the monitoring data it would expect of itself
as an organisation, and that the originals were more useful.
All paperwork was submitted on time.
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